Frequently Asked Questions
Purely GivingTM Company
What is Purely GivingTM?
Purely GivingTM is a giving company that offers nutritional supplements designed to help people
get their live their best life.
What kind of products does Purely GivingTM offer?
We sell high-quality, results-driven products that help in areas that most of us struggle with
from time to time such as weight loss, energy, mood and sleeping.
Do I have to sell Purely GivingTM products or can I just use them myself?
No selling required! We certainly encourage anybody that is interested in our products to use
them. You have no obligation to sell or share Purely GivingTM with anyone. We think after you
try them, you may naturally want to share. If you do this you can benefit financially from the
Purely Giving Compensation, but this is completely optional.
Where is Purely GivingTM located?
We are headquartered just outside of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Where are the Purely GivingTM Products Manufactured?
All Purely GivingTM products are manufactured in the United States in GMP-Compliant facilities.
Why is the company called Purely GivingTM?
We believe in the philosophy that oftentimes, fulfillment in life comes from giving back. We
believe in giving to yourself through the gift of better health and financial prosperity, as well as
giving back to the world through meaningful charitable gifts. It’s for that reason that we called
the company Purely GivingTM.
What is the Purely GivingTM Mission of #ONEMILLIONGIFTS all about?
Our goal is to purely give in excess of #ONEMILLIONGIFTS a year through our charitable
partners, including global partner B1G1. Through B1G1, each kit sold provides 40 gifts of health
to those in need, such as a month’s supply of clean drinking water, a week’s worth of seeds for
agricultural crops, vitamins and vocational training to at-risk children and women.
Is Purely GivingTM a network marketing company or MLM?
Purely GivingTM is a giving company that sells premium nutritional products focusing on weight
management, energy, sleep and other health related issues. Our commission/distribution
model is multi-level marketing, meaning Members are able to earn residual income on the
purchases of those that they share Purely Giving with (commission is paid on multiple levels).
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The MLM or Network Marketing model has some significant advantages and is has been proven
now for decades and decades. Unfortunately some companies that use this model use
undesirable business practices, including: forced monthly product deliveries, unfair return
policies, huge upfront cash commitments, inferior products, and deceptive recruiting practices.
These are all things we at Purely Giving, are keenly aware of and have chosen to specifically
address in the way we conduct our business. 1) We don’t force anyone to have a monthly
delivery, and do not require this to earn commissions. 2) We offer a 30-day no questions asked,
empty box, money-back guarantee on every person’s first order with Purely Giving (and a 90day pro-rated return on unused product on subsequent orders. 3) Our enrolment fee is only
$39, and we don’t force people to purchase several thousand dollar in order to join us.
Who are the founders?
Our founder and CEO, Brad Woodgate has always been passionate about helping others and
living healthy. He lives and breathes these principles every day and has been able to help others
do the same over the past 17-years through his work in the nutraceutical industry.

Purely GivingTM Compensation
How can I earn money with Purely GivingTM?
The simple answer is by sharing Purely Giving with others, and having those people purchase
Purely GivingTM products. The more you share, the more people buy, the more you can earn. If
you are interested, keep reading for the specifics of our compensation plan!
Can you tell me a little about the compensation plan?
Sure. There are a lot of different compensation plans out there—literally thousands. Some
heavily reward the new enrollee, some heavily reward leaders. Some offer lots of ways to get
paid (these are complicated), some offer very few (these are usually unbalanced). We have
designed a balanced plan and purposefully tried to fall in the middle so both the new person
and the established leader could benefit.
We chose to focus specifically in these key areas:
Simplicity. Compensation Plans in general can be rather complicated, there is no way to sugar
coat this. We have taken multiple steps to simplify our plan though. Using the volume
requirements in the rank titles (1K Purely Giving Advocate, 2K Purely Giving Advocate, etc…),
using monthly volume as the way to advance from rank to rank, earning through 5 different
ways (not 8, 9, or 10 like some plans).
Consistent Sponsoring and Selling. The Purely Giving Compensation Plan rewards those that
actively Sponsor and consistently market and sell Purely Giving products. Our Super Start 60
Bonus pays accelerated commissions on the first 60 days for each new person you enroll (20%
on the first level, 10% on the second level and 5% on the third level).
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Subscribe and Save. Similar to Amazon, we offer an additional discount through our Subscribe
and Save (SAS) program. With SAS, you can get your products automatically delivered every
month at the best price.
Early Growth. We specifically created multiple ranks and rewards early on—that is why we have
four ranks before 5,000GV (1K, 2K, 3K, and 5K levels), where many plans only have 2 ranks. We
want to keep people advancing and keep achievable targets early on to help people achieve
momentum and belief.
How do I become eligible to earn commissions with Purely GivingTM?
Just two things. 1) Enroll as a Purely Giving Member and 2) Remain Active as a Member
What is Personal Volume (PV)?
Each Purely Giving product and/or kit has a Personal Volume (PV) value. This number
determines the amount of commission that is paid on the product.
Are my commissions calculated on the purchase price or the personal volume of the products
that my team orders?
You earn commissions based on the Personal Volume ordered each month by those you sign up
in Purely GivingTM. The price of Purely GivingTM kits vary depending whether you are a Member
or Customer and whether you enroll on the Subscribe and Save program (SAS). The Personal
Volume (PV) value does not change.
What are the specific ways that I can earn money with Purely GivingTM?
There are five ways to earn with Purely GivingTM. This includes Retail Sales, Team Commissions,
Global Leadership Bonus Pools, Super Start 60 Bonus and Subscribe & Save (SAS) Bonuses.
What are retail commissions?
The simplest way to get paid with Purely GivingTM is Retail Earnings. When Members sell
products to interested customers, they receive the difference between the retail price and the
wholesale price.
What are team commissions?
Qualified Members can earn residual monthly income from the purchases of their team
members through 7 levels. This is called Group Volume or GV. As you advance from rank to
rank (ranks are achieved by increasing your monthly GV), your opportunity to earn increases.
Team Commissions begin after the Super Start 60 Bonus ends (the first 60 days for each new
enrollee). Please refer to the Team Commission payout chart on the Purely Giving website for
specific percentages.
What is the Super Start 60 bonus?
The Super Start 60 Bonus pays Purely Giving Members increased commissions on the first 60
days of product orders for EVERY new Member they enroll. 20% on your first level (the people
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you directly enroll), 10% on your second level (the people enrolled by your first level) and 5%
on the third level (the people enrolled by your second level). After the Super 60 Bonus ends,
Team Commissions begin (on day 61). Please refer to the Team Commission payout chart on
the Purely Giving website for specific percentages.
What is the Subscribe and Save Bonus (SAS)?
The Subscribe and Save Bonus rewards Purely GivingTM Members that participate in
our Subscribe and Save monthly delivery program (SAS), and get at least four of their
personally enrolled team members to do the same.
The Subscribe and Save Bonus begins when you have at least four people on your first level
that have their Subscribe and Save (SAS) orders processed. These means when they sign-up,
their initial order does not count towards the Fortune of Four bonus. It will be in their
2nd month once their monthly Subscribe and Save (SAS) order has processed.
What are the Global Leadership Bonus pools?
When a Member achieves the rank of a 20K Purely Giving Mentor, they become eligible to
participate in Purely GivingTM’s Leadership Bonus Pools.
We really want everyone to work together at Purely GivingTM and that is why we have created
the Global Leadership Bonus Pools. As total Company volume grows, so does the value of the
Bonus Pools.
Each Leadership Bonus Pool is worth 1% of total corporate volume each month, and is paid out
equally to all qualified Members in the pool.
For example: If total company volume for the month was 1,000,000, each bonus pool would be
worth $10,000 (1% of the volume). So if the pool had 10 qualified Members, each Member
would receive $1,000.
When Members advance past the rank of 20K Mentor, they participate in ALL Bonus Pools
achieved. For example, a qualified 50K Purely Giving Executive would receive a share of the
20K, 30K & 50K pool.
Can you give me an example of how much I might earn with Purely GivingTM?
This varies from person to person, and this is not a get rich quick scheme. For those willing to
share Purely GivingTM with others, earnings may be substantial.
Here is a really quick scenario: Assuming both of you are Members, and you have placed a
qualifying order(s) of 120PV or greater in the month, you could expect the following:
If one of your Members orders a Journey + Giving Kit, (which has a value of 400 PV), you would
receive a 20% commission ($80) if this order was in their first 60 days (through the Super Start
60 Bonus).
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If you enroll four people, all with Journey Kit + Giving Kits, and all on Subscribe and Save, you
would receive a 20% commission ($320) from the combined four orders (because the orders
are in their first 60 days). The following month you would again receive $320 (since those
orders would still be in their first 60 days), plus, since they are enrolled on Subscribe and Save
(SAS), you would receive an additional $100 for the Subscribe and Save (SAS) Bonus.
What’s the 60% rule?- Up to 60% of your qualifying volume can come from a single leg (leg
meaning someone who you personally enroll on your first level and all of their group volume).
The other 40% needs to come from a combination of all of your other legs. This creates balance
on your team, and is a benefit to those actively building their Purely GivingTM business
What is the PV of the Purely GivingTM Products? Our products and packs were designed to
meet the monthly PV requirements. For example, the Journey + Giving Kit will have 400PV, the
Journey Kit will have 240PV, the Weight-Loss Maintenance Kit will have 120PV, and the Giving
Sample Kit will have 120PV.

Giving—The Purely GivingTM Way
I heard Purely GivingTM’s mission is to give #ONEMILLIONGIFTS what does that mean?
Our goal is to purely give in excess of 1,000,000 gifts a year through our charitable partners that
share the same health and wellness values as we do.
How does Purely GivingTM give back?
Through our global partner B1G1, each kit sold provides gifts of health to those in need, such as
a month’s supply of clean drinking water, a week’s worth of seeds for agricultural crops,
vitamins and vocational training to at-risk children and women.
In addition, we also encourage all of our members to dedicate 10% of their commissions to join
our #ONEMILLIONGIFTS mission of gifting to people in need, donating to causes you are
passionate about, helping family members that might need a boost or anywhere you think you
can help.
Who are your giving partners?
We’ve carefully vetted & selected B1G1, a social enterprise and global non-profit organization
with a mission to create a world full of giving. What we love most about working with them is
100% of our giving goes directly to the projects we’ve chosen.

Purely GivingTM Products
What are the names of the kits you sell?
We currently sell the Purley Giving™ Journey Kit, the Journey + Giving kit, Weight-Loss
Maintenance Kit, and the Giving Sample Kit. The kits provide an easy way to give to yourself
and share the gift of health with others as well.
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What is the Journey Kit?
The Purely GivingTM Journey Kit provides all the tools needed to jump start YOUR JOURNEY to
weight-loss and better overall health in one simple, easy to use kit. Our Journey Kit is a
powerful set of proprietary nutritional products designed to naturally help your body lose up to
3O pounds*, increase energy, overcome sleeplessness, curb your appetite and control cravings.
Best of all, each Journey Kit sold provides gifts of health to those in need such as a one month
supply of clean drinking water, a week’s worth of seeds for agricultural crops to help fight
hunger, vitamins & vocational training to at-risk children & women through our Purely Giving
Mission.
What comes in the Journey Kit?
The Journey kit contains 7 amazing products:
1. Gentle Cleanse & Detox (21 Day Supply)
2. Fat Burner + Energy (30 Day Supply)
3. Appetite Control (30 Day Supply)
4. Multi-vitamin + Joint Control (30 Day Supply)
5. Super Snack (8 Servings)
6. Skin Repair (30 Day Supply)
7. Sleep Easy (30 Day Supply)
Plus a FREE bonus Journey Kit Brochure containing meal tips, exercise plans, and more
What is the Journey Kit + Giving Kit?
We are so sure you’ll love the way you feel once you’ve tried the Purely Giving Journey Kit that
you’ll absolutely want to share these amazing gifts with others. That’s why we’ve created the
Journey+ Giving Kit. Same great journey kit to get you on your way to better health plus our
fantastic sample kit to help you share the gift of health and build your business. Plus, you get a
lifetime membership included, which means no more yearly membership fees.
What comes in the Journey + Giving Kit?
The Journey + Giving Kit includes the same 7 great full-sized products as in the Journey kit plus
sample sizes of our top products.
Full-Sized Products
1. Gentle Cleanse & Detox (21 Day Supply)
2. Fat Burner + Energy (30 Day Supply)
3. Appetite Control (30 Day Supply)
4. Multi-vitamin + Joint Control (30 Day Supply)
5. Super Snack (8 Servings)
6. Skin Repair (30 Day Supply)
7. Sleep Easy (30 Day Supply)
Plus a FREE bonus Journey Kit Brochure containing meal tips, exercise plans, and more
Samples to Give
1. Fat Burner + Energy: Feel it working right away! (5 X 1-day supply)
2. Gentle Cleanse: Helps detoxify the body & cleanse organs (5 X 1-day supply)
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3. Sleep Easy: A rapid dissolve tablet with potent herbs to help promote relaxation & sleep
(5 X 7-day supply)
4. Super Snack: A delicious wholesome snack with 3 superfoods, protein, fiber & Omega3’s (16 Servings)
Plus a FREE bonus Journey Kit Brochure containing meal tips, exercise plans, and more
What is the Weight Loss Maintenance Kit?
Our simple and convenient Weight Loss Maintenance Kit provides all the tools needed to
maintain a healthy weight and promote better overall health in one simple kit. These core
products have been specifically selected be used as a maintenance regime post- Journey Kit to
help you further your weight loss and maintain your goals.
What comes in the Weight Loss Maintenance Kit?
The Journey kit contains 4 amazing products to help you achieve and maintain your health
goals:
Fat Burner + Energy, Multi-vitamin + Joint Control, Super Snack and Sleep Easy. Plus FREE
exercise plans, recipes and more!
1. Fat Burner + Energy (30 Day Supply)
2. Multi-vitamin + Joint Control (30 Day Supply)
3. Super Snack (8 Servings)
4. Sleep Easy (30 Day Supply)
Plus meal tips, exercise plans, and more
What is the Giving Sample Kit?
We are in the business of giving…Giving to yourself and the world. We are so sure that you’ll
love these products that you’ll want to give, give, and give some more! This kit is specifically
designed for you to build your business and help others along the way. We all know that giving
out targeted samples can be one of the best ways to build your business.
What comes in the Giving Sample Kit?
We’ve created the Giving Sample Kit that is made up of sample sized packs of our top 4
products so you can share the gift of health easily and conveniently.
1. Fat Burner + Energy: Feel it working right away! (5 X 1-day supply)
2. Gentle Cleanse: Helps detoxify the body & cleanse organs (5 X 1-day supply)
3. Sleep Easy: A rapid dissolve tablet with potent herbs to help promote relaxation & sleep
(5 X 7-day supply)
4. Super Snack: A delicious wholesome snack with 3 superfoods, protein, fiber & Omega3’s (16 Servings)
Plus: a bonus Business Building Brochure that contains tips to help you build your business and
take it to the next level.
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What is subscribe and save (SAS)?
Subscribe and Save (SAS) is our monthly delivery program that provides our products at the
lowest possible price. The SAS is an easy way to get Purely GivingTM products delivered to your
door every month. This is not mandatory, but it is convenient and saves you some cash.
What is your refund/return policy?
Glad you asked! We pride ourselves on our product quality, and we want happy customers! If
for some reason you aren’t happy we offer the following options:
30-Day Empty Box Money-Back Guarantee on Your Initial Purchase. If the Member (and/or
his/her Retail Customer who ordered directly from the Company) is not completely satisfied
with the Initial Product Purchase, he or she may send to the Company the remaining portion of
the First Product Purchase within thirty (30) days of the original purchase date and the
Company will refund 100% of the purchase price (less shipping and handling). If the Initial
Product Purchase is returned after the thirty (30) day period, the Company will refund 100% of
the purchase price (less shipping and handling) of the unused and resellable returned product.
90-Day Money-Back on Unused & Resellable Product. For orders other than the Initial Product
Purchase, the Company will refund 100% of the purchase price (less shipping and handling) of
unused and resellable returned Product within ninety (90) days of the original purchase date.
I am taking prescription medication, am I safe to take Purely GivingTM products?
We always recommend consulting with your physician if you are concerned with any drug
interactions. While we pride ourselves on providing pure, scientifically-researched ingredients
and results-based products; we cannot offer advice in this area.
I am pregnant or nursing, am I safe to take Purely GivingTM products?
Same answer here. We always recommend consulting with your physician if you are concerned
with any ingredients in our products. While we pride ourselves on providing pure, scientificallyresearched ingredients and results-based products; we cannot offer advice in this area.
I have XXXXX condition or disease, am I safe to take Purely GivingTM products?
I know we are sounding like a broken record, but same answer here. We always recommend
consulting with your physician first prior to taking our products if you have any concerns. While
we pride ourselves on providing pure, scientifically-researched ingredients and results-based
products; we cannot offer advice in this area.
I have seen other supplement companies make claims about their safety, why doesn’t Purely
GivingTM?
As much confidence as we have in our products, the governing regulatory bodies of the dietary
supplement industry are very clear on the issue of offering advice or making specific statements
regarding medication interaction, medical conditions, and using supplements for the treatment
of specific diseases.
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As a company, we hold ourselves to a high standard in this regard and feel it is in the best
interest for us as a company and the interest of our consumers to consult a physician if they
have specific health-related questions.
What is the best time of day to take your products?
With up to 7 products in our kits we know it can be confusing so we created a simple dosing
chart that can be downloaded from the member’s back office portal or found in the Journey Kit
Brochure.
Are your products safe for children?
Purely Giving products are intended for use by those ages 18 and up. Any Purely GivingTM
product use in a minor is at the discretion of their guardian and/or treating physician.
How much do Purely GivingTM kits cost?
The price for each kit varies based on whether you are a Member or Customer and whether you
select Subscribe and Save (SAS) monthly delivery or not. Each kit has four different price
types…1) Customer Retail 2) Customer Subscribe and Save 3) Member Wholesale and 4)
Member Subscribe and Save. All current product prices can be found on our website on each
product page.
What certifications does your product manufacturer have?
All of our products are manufactured in the United States at a GMP Certified (Good
Manufacturing Practice) company.
How soon after I start taking your products should I notice results?
This will vary from person to person, but many will experience effects immediately, could
experience noticeable results as early as day 3. In order to ensure best results, we recommend
consuming Purely GivingTM products for a minimum of 90 days.
* In a clinical study, participants who consumed a key ingredient in the Fat Burner + EnergyTM
formula twice daily lost an average of 3O.5 lbs. of weight vs. participants who only dieted (1O.1
lbs.) in just 13 weeks. Both groups consumed a reduced-calorie diet of 1,35O calories per day
for women and 1,85O calories per day for men.
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